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Deformed Ground-Band States in the N = 86 Nucleus '52Dy
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(Received 4 March 1983)

The ground-band levels of Dy have been established up to 18" at 5.8 MeV by 5 Gd(e,
4n) in-beam experiments with 60-MeV n particles. The band members with I —8 lie
above the known '5~Dy yrast states which are formed by aligned multiparticle configura-
tions typical for a spherical nucleus. An analysis of the ground-band energies in a gauge-
backbending plot suggests that the ground-band levels with I & 8 are deformed.

PACS numbers: 21.10.Re, 25.55.Fm, 27.70.+q

The yrast l.ines of the even Dy isotopes with 82
or more neutrons clearly reveal the transition
from singLe-particle to collective nature (see Fig.
I). In the spherical nuclei, ' 'Dy and "Dy, the
yrast 1.evel. sequence'2 is characterized by irreg-
ul. ar energy spacings, frequent parity changes,
and by an abundance of yrast isomers. In con-
trast, the ¹ 88 nuc1.ei have highly regu1. ar col-
l.ective ~I = 2 yrast level sequences, in general,
with energy spacings, and to a l.arge extent also
B(E2) values, characteristic for deformed ro-
tors. ' ' The yrast line of the N = 86 nucleus '"Dy
is of intermediate character. The levels below
spin 8 have energy spacings as weLL as B(E2)
values typical for a col.lective vibrator, ' whereas
the yrast line above spin 8 up to spin 38 at 13
MeV (Ref. 9 and this work) is formed by aligned
multiparticle configurations, as simi1. arly ob-
served in the spherical nuclei '"Dy and ' Dy.

Numerous theoretica1. cal.culations' "predict
that the nuclei around '"Dy should become pro-
late sup erdef ormed (e = + 0.6) at I)45, but ex-
perimental attempts to observe this superdefor-
mation have not been quite"' successful. In
particular, so far it has not been possible to in-
fer a drastic shape change from discrete line
spectroscopy for "Dy or its neighbors. Up to
now, however, little attention has been paid to
lower-lying collective states in '"Dy. Specif ical-
ly, it was not known whether the collective exci-
tations manifest from the lowest yrast transitions
might continue towards higher spins above the
yrast line. In the present (a, 4n) study we have
identified a 4I = 2 ground-band sequence up to
I =18' at 5.8 MeV. An analysis of the level
energies suggests that the ground-band 1.eve1.s
with I ) 8 are deformed, contrary to the yrast
states which exhibit the character of a spherical
nucleus.

Previous high-spin studies of "Dy mainly
utilized heavy-ion-induced compound reactions

which strongly favor the y decay along the yrast
line. The (a, 4n) reaction transfers significantly
less angular momentum to the compound nucleus.
Consequently, y-ray side feeding occurs in a
wide region at l.ow excitation between 2 and 6
MeV. In the side-feeding region, levels above
the yrast line can be observed if coincidence ex-
periments with high counting statistics are per-
formed.

In our experiments we have bombarded a '"Gd
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FIQ. 1. Observed yrast states in the even Dy isotopes
(Refs. 1-5, 9, and this work) with 82 to 92 neutrons,
showing the change in character between spherical and
de formed nuclei.
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target enriched to ) 99/g with a pulsed beam of
60-MeV ~ particles and measured two-detector
four-parameter yy coincidences, y-ray angular
distributions, and conversion electrons. These
data gave the '"Dy l.evel scheme of Fig. 2. The
y-ray intensities shown are as measured in the
(a, 4n) experiment. It is apparent from Fig. 2

that more than 80'% of the side feeding occurs in
the region from I=6 to 16, i.e. , be1.ow the 60-ns
isomer at 5.1 MeV, and therefore excellent an-
gular distributions coul.d be measured for the
'"Dy y rays of Fig. 2. Together with the resu1. ts
of Ref. 15, the present data provide for the 60-
ns isomer and the level 253 keV above it firm
spin-parity assignments of 17' and 18', which
from the ear1.ier studies' were not known unam-
biguously.

Of particular interest here is a cascade of five
previously unobserved 4I = 2 E2 transitions which
extend the ground band from I' = 8' up to 18'.
[We assign the 2703-keV 8' level as a, ground-
band member; P-decay data" suggest a dominant
aligned (vh, ~,f,i,), contribution for the 8' yrast
state at 2437 keV. ] In the spectra these new

transitions are too weak to determine their e~
values, and the E2 assignments are based ex-

elusively on angular distribution results. AI.—

though B(E2) values are not known at present the
highly regular energy spacings of this M = 2 l.ev-
el sequence suggest collective character for
these states. This suggestion is also supported
by the failure to detect any y-ray branch from
an yrast state to the I) 8 ground-band level, s
which lie only —0.2 MeV above the yrast l.ine.
One may conc1ude that admixtures between the
two types of states are small. .

In the backbending plot of Fig. 3, showing the
spin I minus a half versus half the I-I—2 tran-
sition energy (al.ignment pLot), the '"Dy ground
band is compared with the yrast bands of the
neighboring heavier even Dy isotopes. In such
a p1.ot the heavier nucl. ei show highly simil. ar
characteristics above the first backbend at I= 18
caused by the a1.ignment of two i„(,neutrons.
Furthermore, in this region the energy spacings
agree unusually well"' with those for an ideal
rotor. Whereas for I~ 12 the '"Dy trans&tron
energies differ drastically from those of the
heavier isotopes, we observe that for the higher
spins a1.1. backbending curves become quite simi-
I.ar. The identification of more band members
wou1d be desirable to strengthen this similarity
which could indicate a cIose relationship to the
ground bands of the N ) 88 nuclei. However,
whether firm conclusions can be drawn from this
observation about pertinent nucl. ear structure
features is not quite cl.ear.

It is more et.ucidating to examine our resu1. ts
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FIG. 2. The high-spin states of '52ny as observed in
the (n, 4n) reaction at 60 MeV. Multipolarities are
specified when supported by the conversion-electron
measurements.

FIG. 3. Backbendirg plot showing the spin vs the
rotational frequency for the even Dy nuclei with 86 to
92 neutrons. For N= 88 to 92 the yrast states (beefs. 3,
4, and 6) are plotted. The points for N= 86 represent
the ground-band energies.
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in a gauge-backbending plot as recently pro-
posed" by Bengtsson, Zhang, and Aberg who

pointed out the analogy betmeen backbending in
ordinary space and in gauge space. An ordinary
backbending plot as in Fig. 3, based on the tran-
sition energies, reveals the angular momentum
gain caused by the alignment of the spin vectors
of a nucl. eon pair. Analogously, the gauge-space
plot mill shorn a backbending behavior when a
change in deformation occurs. In such a plot one
examines the difference in excitation energy E„(I)
for the ground-band members with spin I in a.

pair of neighboring even-even nuclei. This ener-
gy difference, together with the two-nucleon sep-
aration energy S,„, specifies the Fermi energy X

as a function of spin. According to the prescrip-
tion given in Ref. 1V the Fermi energies are cal-
culated from the rel. ation

X(N, I ) = 2[E„(N+1, I) E„(N-—1,I ) -S2„""],
where N is the (odd) neutron number between the
tmo even isotopes mhich are compared. Figure 4
gives the results for the Dy nuclei calculated
from the experimental. energies of the even iso-
topes with 82 to 96 neutrons. The figure cl.early
shoms the backbend between the spherical nuclei
with N ~ 86 and the deformed nucl. ei with higher
neutron number.

It has earlier been pointed out" that at N= 88
the I= 0 line of this plot is well separated from
the deformed branch, indicating a small ground-
state deformation, and that the curves for the
higher spins suggest that the deformation increas-
es smoothl. y mhen going up the ground band.
Equivalently, the deformed shape persists down
to lower neutron number when the angular mo-
mentum becomes large. The gross trend of the
ground-band B(E2) values measured" for the
N = 88 nucleus "Dy is in accord with this con-
clusion. The transition moment for the 2- 0
transition is about 4 e.b; towards higher spins
the vat.ues increase and reach a maximum of
= 7.5 e b, which is equal. to the values found (in-
dependent of I) in the wel. l-deformed rotors with
more than 90 neutrons.

Our new data in Fig. 4 for the '"Dy ground band
show a similar, but distinctly more pronounced
spin dependence. The transition moments" of
s2 e b measured for the 2', 4', and 6' states
independently evince the yet smaller deforma-
tion suggested by the figure for these states.
For the ground-band l.evels with I= 10 and above,
the X values lie cl.osely spaced on the upper
branch of the gauge-backbending plot, which can
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FIG. 4. Backbendixg plot in gauge space for the
even Dy isotopes, showing the neutron number vs the
Fermi energy A, for each spin. The points at N = 87
are calculated with use of the ground-band energies of
' 'Dt; the yrast levels are not shown at ¹87,but they
are considered in the A, values at Ã= 85. The level en-
ergies used are those of Fig. 1; the two-neutron sep-
aration energies are from Refs. 18 and 19.
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be taken to indicate that for these l.evels the de-
formed shape persists down to 86 neutrons. Con-
firmation of this finding via half-life measure- .
ments mould be particularly valuable in this ex-
treme case where for I& 8 the transition moments
as well as the level energy spacings suggest a
spherical nuclear shape. Unfortunatel. y, such
experiments are difficult since the pertinent re-
gion of the ground band l.ies above the yrast line,
thus excluding conventional. Doppler-shift exper-
iments with heavy-ion beams.

In conclusion, we have identified a eol.lective
AI=2 ground band in '"Dy extending up to I=18
at 5.8 MeV. Examination of the ground-band en-
ergies in a gauge-backbending plot suggests that
the band members with I ~ 10 are deformed in
this N = 86 nucleus where the aligned-particle-
type yrast line from spin (38) at 13 MeV down
to spin 8 at 2.4 MeV, as wel. l as the vibrational
yrast l.evels below 2.4 MeV, are typical for a
spherical. nucleus.

One of us (M.P.) was the recipient of an A. v.
Humboldt fellowship.
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